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VON NEUMANN FACTORS ARE PERFECT

AUBREY  WULFSOHN

Abstract.    It is shown that a von Neumann factor is the W*

special associative envelope of its selfadjoint part.

We assume that all algebras, not necessarily associative, have an identity

element and that all morphisms are unit preserving. The concepts of

associative specialisation and special associative envelope of Jordan

algebras have been defined in [3]. An associative specialisation J^-A is a

morphism of a Jordan algebra J into the Jordan algebra consisting of the

vector space underlying an associative algebra A provided with the Jordan

composition \(ab-\-bá). N. Jacobson [3] calls an algebra with involution

perfect if it is the special associative envelope of the Jordan algebra of its

symmetric elements. We shall prove that a von Neumann factor is perfect

in this sense.

N. Jacobson and C. E. Rickart [4] call a ring A, with an identity 1, a

matrix ring Mn if A contains a set of matrix units {ea}, i, j—l, •••,«,

such that euekm=ôjkeim and ^¡=i€H=l. Every element of A can be

written in one, and only one, way as 2*,«-rf«»?« where d¡¡ is an element

of the subring D of elements of A commuting with all the e{J. We shall, to

be more specific, denote the matrix ring also by Mn(D).

Theorem (Jacobson and Rickart [4]). A discrete von Neumann factor

is the weak closure of a matrix ring Mn(C), for a fixed n, I^m^oo. A

continuous factor can be realized as a matrix ring Mn(D) for any (finite)

n^2.

Definitions. We shall use the term von Neumann algebra to mean

abstract von Neumann algebra and morphism of von Neumann algebras to

mean normal homomorphism. A Jordan algebra of bounded selfadjoint

operators on a Hubert space is called a J-algebra. Let A denote a von

Neumann algebra. We may consider A as an algebra AR over the real field,

and we define A+ to be the vector space underlying A 1{, provided with the

weakest operator topology (known to be independent of the realisation of

A) and with Jordan composition. A closed Jordan subalgebra of selfadjoint

elements of A+ will be called a JW-algebra; so h(A), the selfadjoint part
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of A, is a £IF-algebra. A weakly closed /-algebra will be called a concrete

JW-algebra. A continuous morphism of 71^-algebras will be called aJW-

morphism. A /IF-morphism from a JIF-algebra J to h(^) is called a W*-

specialisation of J in A. A H/*-specialisation of a/IF-algebra £ in .£?(/£),

the algebra of all bounded operators in a Hubert space H, is called a

JW-representation of J in H. A pair {M, it) consisting of von Neumann

algebra M and an associative specialisation of J in M is called a W*-

envelope of a JIF-algebra J if, for any IF*-specialisation p of / in a von

Neumann algebra A, there exists a unique morphism v of M in A such that

v ■ iT=p. We write A/=S(£). Thus a /IP-representation of J in H can

always be extended to a representation of S(/) in H. Since it is defined

by a universal mapping property, 3(.£) is unique, when it exists.

The mapping x+iy—>■(£ ~¿) gives rise to an injective functor r of the

category of complex algebras of operators, in complex Hubert spaces, to

the category of real algebras of operators, in real Hubert spaces. Every

element of a concrete von Neumann algebra A can be written as a matrix

possibly infinite (see [2, 1.2]), and t(x) is the matrix where each entry of

the matrix of x e A is replaced by the corresponding 2x2 matrix. If x is

hermitian then t(x) will be symmetric. We may identify the algebras t(A)

and AR. We shall call T-algebras the images of the complex algebras and

call T-morphism a morphism of the real algebras such that the image of a

T-algebra is a r-algebra. The category of concrete r-von Neumann alge-

bras with normal r-homomorphisms is clearly equivalent to the category

of concrete von Neumann algebras with normal homomorphisms.

Jacobson and Rickart [4] show that, for n = 2, the associative ring

enveloping h(M„), the Jordan ring of selfadjoint elements of Mn, is the

matrix ring M„ itself, and also that if every xe h(M„) is of the form

a+a*, a e M„, then for n = 3 the special associative envelope of h(Mn) is

Mn itself. We use the same technique to show that A/=S(/i(A/))

whenever M is a von Neumann factor.

Let M be a von Neumann factor and suppose Jr=f)(A/). There exists a

family {Sj}ieK of orthogonal, nonzero, equivalent projections with

(¡&ieK e(= 1 (the sum is the l.u.b. in the weakest operator topology of the

increasing directed set of finite sums). These e, are the eu of the matrix

ring realisation of M. We call the above sum a partition of the identity

for M.

Proposition 1. Let M be a von Neumann factor and let e be an element

of a partition of the identity for M, the index set K having cardinality =3.

Then MeM=M.

Proof. It is obvious that MeM<^ M. We consider M as the closure of

a matrix ring and assume that e=ekk. Any elementofMmaybeapproached,
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in the weak operator topology, by 2<,* difeH, anddtíeu=dijeikekkekj e MeM.

Thus, since M and MeM are weakly closed, M=MeM.

Proposition 2 (The Peirce decomposition of a von Neumann factor).

Let M be a von Neumann factor with partition of the identity {e{}ieK> the

index set K having cardinality ^3. For i,f e K, let Mij = eiMej. Then

MijMmn=0 ifj¥=m,

(i) =Min iff=m,i^n,
= MikMki   for all k^i, whenever i=n^j—m.

(ii) The Mjj are weakly closed subspaces of M.

(iii) Mti is the von Neumann algebra generated by MikMki (which is

independent of k by (i)).

(iv) Every element of M is the weak limit of sums of elements of the M ¡}.

Proof, (i) is known for (two-sided) Peirce decompositions of associative

algebras, (ii) MiS is weakly closed since, if eia{v)e}[Converges to a weakly,

then a=eiaej e Mu. (iii) Clearly MikMki is contained in Mu and is closed

under multiplication. Using Proposition 1, we see that Mu<^MikMki.

(iv) is clear since any x e M can be approximated in the weakest operator

topology by (0¿6j t\)x(0¿s/e¿), where / covers all finite subsets of K.

Theorem 1. Let J be the selfadjoint part of a concrete von Neumann

factor M, where we assume that M^C. For any W*-specialisation of J in a

von Neumann algebra A, there is a unique normal homomorphism of MR in

Proof. For M of type I2 the result is known (cf. [1, Table 1, /c = 3]).

So we shall assume that M is neither type I, nor type I2. Suppose the

partition of the identity for Mis {e.¿}. Let M{j = elMej and/,¡=Jn ( Mu + Mh).

Let p be a H/*-specialisation of J in A and denote p(x) as x, for x eJ.

Then we have a Peirce decomposition of A with Au = êlAêj. In fact it is

easily verified that {êj is a decomposition of the identity of A; we do not

need the properties (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 2.

Assume ijtj. It is easily seen that every element of Ju is of the form

xij = eixej + ejx*ei, where x e M, that

*« = p{xiS) = p(eixi¡e¡ + e}xueù = ëixijëj + e}xi¡éi

and that this expression of p(xi3) in Atí-{-AH is unique. Thus we can define

a linear map of Mfj into Ait by vij(eixej)=ëixi}ëj. It is also bounded. In

fact ||xu||^/31|x¿j||^2/311^x^-11 for some /3< + oo and thus ||<?¿x¿Allá

2/S||etH ||ê,|| ||e¿xe,||. As in [5], using a third index k¿¿i,j, we can show

that there exists a unique linear map v'u of MUMH into Au such that

v'ii(ab) = v'ij(a)v'ji(b) for a e Mtí, b e MH and that v'ti is independent of the
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choice of/. It is clear that v'u is bounded, multiplicative and that it extends

to a real homomorphism vu. We can define a bounded linear map v" of

0m.n ^mn int0 A which coincides with vmn on Mmn. The same procedure

as in [5] can be used to show that the relation v"'iab) = v"'(a)v" (b) holds for

a G Mmn, b G MTS, for any m, n, r, s, so v" extends to a homomorphism v

of MR into AR. Moreover, v is a normal homomorphism. In fact, since p

is IF*-continuous, the sequence of elements xt^l=p(emx{1')en-\-enxM*em)

converges to xmn in Amn whenever x(v) converges to x in M, the con-

vergence being with respect to the weakest operator topologies of A and M.

Since the xi} are selfadjoint, it is evident that v is a*-homomorphism.

The map tt is here an immersion, so to see that » ■ tt=/í we must show

that

M*«) = vu(eixei) + Va(ejx*ei)

and

p(Xi,xu) = vij(eixej)vHiejxel) + rJ<(eix*e><,(eix*ei).

This can be done as in [5]. To prove v unique we show that M is the von

Neumann algebra generated by /. In fact, M is the von Neumann algebra

generated by the elements of the Mu, i^j, and for iyíj, x„ei=eíxeí g Mtí.

Theorem 2. S(£)= M whenever J is the selfadjoint part of a factor M,

where we exclude the case where M has a realisation as C.

Proof. Since the W/*-envelope is unique it is sufficient to prove the

theorem for a concrete factor. Since, in Theorem 1, vieixej)=ëixijëj, it is

evident that v is a r-morphism, so the theorem follows from Theorem 1.
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